Difference between injuries of the corticospinal tract and corticoreticulospinal tract in patients with diffuse axonal injury: a diffusion tensor tractography study.
Objectives: No studies have investigated differences in injury of the corticospinal tract (CST) and corticoreticulospinal tract (CRT) following diffuse axonal injury (DAI) to date. Therefore, we investigated differences in injury of the CST and CRT in patients with DAI using diffusion tensor tractography (DTT). Methods: Twenty consecutive patients with DAI and 20 control subjects were recruited. CST and CRT were reconstructed. Each part of the CST and CRT was analyzed in terms of DTT parameters and configuration. Results: Upon group analysis, decreased FA and TV values were observed in both the CST and CRT in the patient group compared with the control group (%) (p < .05). In the individual analysis in terms of the TV, significantly higher injury incidence was observed for the CRT (47.5%) than the CST (25.0%) (p < .05). Evaluation of the DTT configuration revealed significantly higher injury incidence for the CRT (50.0%) than the CST (17.5%) (p < .05). Specifically, the incidence of discontinuation was significantly higher for the CRT (40.0%) than the CST (10.0%) (p < .05). Conclusions: Injury of the CST and CRT was detected in patients with DAI using DTT. In terms of the incidence and severity of neural injury, the CRT appeared to be more vulnerable to DAI than the CST.